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Abstract This paper investigates the morphosyntax of number and gender
agreement in English-dominant heritage speakers of Spanish. Our study
builds on the experimental paradigm of agreement attraction developed
by Fuchs et al. (2015) and elicits responses to agreement failures to diagnose the potentially-independent contributions of number and gender
features. By comparing the structuring of these agreement categories in
native and heritage Spanish, we document a case of grammatical divergence: heritage speakers restructure their agreement categories, favoring fewer feature values and less structure. The principled nature of this
restructuring demonstrates that the loss of agreement in heritage languages is not superﬁcial or accidental, but rather follows from predictable
structural changes.
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Introduction

One of the main goals of linguistic theory is to formalize what it is we
know when we know a language. As the language varies, so too does the
knowledge that underlies it. This observation is obvious to the point of being trivial: speakers of Spanish know Spanish, and their knowledge differs
from that of speakers of English, who know English; hence the difference in
language. As linguists explore various constraints on the variation that is
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allowed across languages, cross-linguistic variation leads them to the principles underlying Universal Grammar. Here we address a potentially different
but prima facie no less informative type of variation, that between speakers
of the same language. One might call this variation ‘intra-linguistic’.
We take as our starting point the observation that there are many different types of speakers. There are monolingual, literate, educated native
speakers who know their language perfectly—the Chomskyan ideal stated
in the well-known quote: “Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with
an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely homogeneous speech-community,
who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically
irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention
and interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance.” (Chomsky 1965: 3). There
are L1 learners, often monolingual as well: children on their way to fully
acquiring the language. There are also L2 learners, (young) adults who are
actively learning (or have actively learned) another language in addition to
their first. From the perspective of traditional linguistic theory, these count
as “typical” speaker profiles. For our purposes, the real excitement centers
around “atypical” cases where the normative developmental trajectory does
not attain; the speakers that result at once fit all and none of the profiles
just described. We have in mind heritage speakers: (relatively) unbalanced
bilinguals who shifted from their first language (their heritage language) to
their dominant language early in childhood.1
According to most definitions, heritage speakers are individuals who
were raised in homes where a language other than the dominant community language was spoken, resulting in some degree of bilingualism in both
the heritage language and the dominant language (Valdés 2000; Rothman
2009; Benmamoun et al. 2013b; a; Scontras et al. 2015; Montrul 2016).
This relatively unconstrained definition makes it almost impossible to give
a concrete model for a heritage speaker, but this is by design: heritage language proficiency falls along a continuum. On one end, heritage speakers
can be so proficient that in casual conversation they pass as native speakers.
On the other end, some heritage speakers are able to comprehend but unable
to fluently speak their heritage language; these are the so-called ‘overhearers’ (Au et al. 2008; Chang 2016). The variability among heritage speakers
derives from the many pathways that lead to the attainment of language
1

We use the terms “native” and “heritage” in recognition of the documented differences
between these two groups, not to imply that heritage speakers are not “native” in their
own right. We return to this point in Section 5.
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under bilingualism, with significant variation in the amount and quality of
input.
The notion of heritage speakers typically subsumes simultaneous or early
sequential bilinguals. Some heritage speakers are born to immigrant parents in a country where the heritage language is not the native tongue; these
bilinguals may be exposed to both the heritage language and the dominant
language of the broader community from the outset of acquisition. Other
heritage speakers are born in the home country of their parents, and for
the early years of their life encounter only the heritage language. They
often begin acquiring their second, dominant language at the time of emigration, when they shift to a different speech community. Within sequential
bilinguals, the age of emigration or first exposure to the dominant language
affects the resulting language proficiency (for extensive discussion, see Montrul 2008; 2016). Still more variation arises from the amount of input and
maintenance speakers receive from the heritage grammar: some speakers
use the heritage language at home regularly with their families, while others
have only infrequent opportunities to perform in their heritage language.2
Despite the heterogeneity of their demographic profiles and levels of
proficiency, certain characteristics of heritage speakers have been shown to
be remarkably consistent, setting these speakers apart both from native and
L2 speakers of a given language. At the phonological level, heritage speakers diverge from their native counterparts in aspects of pronunciation and
prosody (Godson 2003; Barlow 2014; Chang 2016). At the syntactic level,
heritage speakers tend to impose more rigid word order where native speakers allow for flexibility (Isurin & Ivanova-Sullivan 2008; Ivanova-Sullivan
2014); relatedly, they unnecessarily limit their inventory of syntactic dependencies (Polinsky 2011). At the intersection of syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics, evidence from Chinese and English heritage speakers suggests
that heritage grammars lack quantifier scope ambiguities (Scontras et al.
2017). The current investigation follows up on findings at the morphological level, where heritage speakers are known to eliminate irregular forms
and struggle with inflectional morphology (Benmamoun et al. 2013b; a).
In the nominal domain, heritage speakers are known to perform differently from native speakers in the production and comprehension of agreement in gender (see Håkansson 1995 for Swedish; Montrul et al. 2008 for
Spanish; Polinsky 2008a for Russian), marking of definiteness (Håkansson
2

The dominant language of a speech community need not always be the heritage speaker’s
stronger language (for discussion of specific cases, see Kupisch 2012; Meisel 2007). For
the purposes of our study, the dominant language and the stronger language happen to
coincide, with the heritage language being the weaker one.
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1995 for Swedish; Bolonyai 2016 for Hungarian), case-marking (Polinsky
1995; 2006; 2008a; b for Russian; Song et al. 1997 for Korean), and topicmarking (Laleko & Polinsky 2013; 2016 for Japanese and Korean). Despite
the vulnerability of these categories—many of which also pose a challenge
to L1 and L2 learners—there are also linguistic domains where heritage
speakers demonstrate remarkably resilient knowledge, for example, tense
(even in recessive bilinguals, as shown by work on Inuttitut; Sherkina-Lieber
et al. 2011), or numerical expressions (Polinsky 2016a).
The question thus arises as to precisely what heritage speakers know
about their heritage morphology. The problem lies in using observed differences in linguistic behavior to diagnose and distinguish differences in linguistic knowledge. The null hypothesis holds that heritage speakers possess
the same knowledge as native speakers: a heritage speaker of Spanish has
the same grammatical knowledge of Spanish as a native speaker of Spanish.
If the knowledge is the same, then any differences we observe in behavior arise from differences in the usage of that knowledge. Faced with the
costly task of performing in their less dominant language, heritage speakers,
even the most proficient ones, would diverge from native speakers because
of the overwhelming processing load. Under the null hypothesis, observed
differences are symptomatic not of a diverging heritage grammar, but of the
relative scarcity of online resources.
The competing hypothesis, which we investigate experimentally below,
holds that differences in performance are symptomatic of deeper, structural
differences in the heritage grammar. Finding evidence that points to a true
divergence between native and heritage grammars, one must then confront
the question of what pressures led to the difference. To answer this question, we must arrive at a clear characterization of the structural difference:
does the heritage grammar reduce or augment structure relative to the native baseline? The pressures driving each outcome are interestingly different. Finding reduced structure relative to the native baseline, heritage
speakers will have likely prioritized representational economy, restructuring their grammar in favor of lighter-weight linguistic representations. Less
articulated, more parsimonious structures (e.g., structures with fewer explicit agreement features or syntactic projections) could ease the load on
working memory and might therefore be preferred to their fully-articulated
brethren. Pressure from representational economy would therefore lead to
a general slimming-down of the heritage morphology.
Conversely, heritage speakers may prioritize analyticity, restructuring
native grammars with more-fully-articulated syntactic structures. Increasing analyticity with syntactic structures that allow one-to-one correspon-
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dences between underlying features and surface forms would lead to a richer,
more rigid heritage morphology (Sorace 2005; Keating et al. 2016; Montrul
2016). The research to date suggests that increased analyticity is commonly
the trigger for restructuring in heritage grammar. It bears noting that we use
the terms “representational economy” and “increased analyticity” without
advancing any specific agenda on theories of sentence processing (for example, theories of “shallow” vs. “full” parsing; Ferreira et al. 2002; Sanford &
Sturt 2002; Clahson & Felser 2006). Our intent is merely to operationalize
these notions in such a way as to deliver diverging predictions with respect
to levels of feature articulation: a less-well-articulated feature space (i.e.,
fewer feature values and less structure) would evidence pressures from representational economy, while increased analyticity predicts fully-specified
feature values and fully-articulated structure.
To investigate the content of heritage speakers’ knowledge about their
morphology, together with the pressures that could shape differences in that
knowledge relative to the native baseline, here we extend the experimental methodology developed in Fuchs et al. (2015) to examine number and
gender agreement in heritage Spanish. We focus on number and gender features because they are expressed on independent morphemes in the native
Spanish grammar, and because theoretical approaches to the structure of
these categories provide two analytical possibilities for their representation
in syntax. By comparing the structuring of these agreement categories in native and heritage Spanish, we aim to demonstrate that the loss of agreement
in heritage languages is not superficial or accidental, but rather follows from
principled and predictable structural changes.

2

Background: Feature representation in the native Spanish baseline

Grammatical agreement happens when features of one constituent (e.g., a
sentential predicate) purposefully align with the features of another (e.g., a
sentential subject). The specific form that a constituent expresses is determined by the features that the constituent holds (e.g., I vs. they; runs vs. run).
Languages vary in the quality and quantity of agreement they express; the
most common feature categories that participate in agreement are person
(e.g., first vs. second), number (e.g., singular vs. plural), and gender (e.g.,
feminine vs. masculine). Once we assume that agreement features are rep-
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resented structurally and merged into a syntactic tree, the question shifts to
precisely how those structures are built.
Explorations of feature geometry investigate the structural organization
and hierarchical relationships in agreement systems (Harley 1994; Ritter
1993; Harley & Ritter 2002). Feature geometry identifies the feature categories of person, number, and gender; here we limit our investigation to
number and gender only. This narrowing of focus is motivated in two ways.
First, person stands apart from the other features in its distribution (for example, unlike the other features, person agreement never appears on adjectives; see Baker 2008). Second, the hierarchical position of person relative
to the other feature categories has been well established: it dominates the
other features (Harley & Ritter 2002, among others). Meanwhile, the relationship between gender and number is less clear.
Under the assumption that both number and gender are represented in
the syntax, there are two competing models of their structural relationship.3
One model analyzes the two features as bundled together (cf. Ritter 1993;
Carstens 2000; 2003), hosted on the head of the same projection:
(1)

[NumP … [ Num{Number, Gender} ]]

Under this bundling model, gender and number features are projected together, which means they are dependent on each other (Antón-Méndez et al.
2002). The effect is that valuation of one feature presupposes valuation of
the other; number and gender agreement is part of a single process whereby
one head probes for both features at the same time.
Empirical support for the bundling model begins with the observation
that languages regularly combine number and gender, fusing the two features into a single morpheme that expresses changes in one or both features.
Few languages have systems in which both number and gender features participate in agreement but remain completely independent of each other, and
it is hard to find a reliable language that fits this description; at the writing
of this paper, candidate languages include Abkhaz (Hewitt 1979), Amharic
3

In fact, there is a third model for the syntactic representation of gender, known as distributed gender, in which gender features in a single language occur in more than one locus
on the nominal spine. However, motivation for such a model comes strictly from considerations of animate/interpretable gender, most commonly implemented as providing one
locus for biological sex/animate gender and a separate locus for grammatical gender, that
one lower than the animate gender projection. Because animate gender is beyond the scope
of this paper, we will not address this model here. For details, see Picallo (2007; 2008);
Kramer (2009; 2016); Steriopolo & Wiltschko (2010); Armoskaite (2011); Matushansky
(2013); Atkinson (2015); Fathi & Lowenstamm (2016).
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(Kramer 2015: 44), Yimas (Foley 1991), and Romanian, at least according
to some researchers (Giurgea 2008; Croitor & Giurgea 2009).
The alternative to the bundling model splits number and gender features;
they are projected and valued independently (Picallo 1991; Antón-Méndez
et al. 2002; Carminati 2005). Under the split model, gender morphology
hosted on the nominal spine heads its own gender projection (GenP), which
is dominated by the number projection (NumP), as in (2).4 Thus, number
and gender agreement are valued separately, independently of each other.
(2)

[NumP … [GenP …

Evidence for the split model comes from the observation that number and
gender morphology is consistently linearly ordered. In those languages,
including Spanish, where the two features can be pre-theoretically separated into independent morphemes, the morpheme order is Stem-GenderNumber:
(3)

a.
b.

[[libr]-[GenP o]-[NumP s]] ‘books’
[[libr]-[GenP o]-[NumP ø]] ‘book’

Under the split model—with the structure shown in (2) above—the morpheme order of Stem-Gender-Number is a direct consequence of the fact
that number hierarchically dominates gender. Under a bundling model,
number and gender are bundled together and therefore leveled—there is
no clear hierarchical relationship between the features that could deliver a
consistent linear order.
With arguments in favor of both the bundled model and the split model,
the task is to determine which model is appropriate for which language—it
need not be the case that every language approaches number and gender
features in the same way (for a discussion of yet more arguments, see Fuchs
et al. 2015 and the references therein). In Fuchs et al. (2015), we used
experimental evidence from agreement phenomena to establish the baseline feature representation and specification in the native Spanish grammar.
Our assumption, then and now, is that grammar and its parser are in an isomorphic relation, so that observing the parser allows for observation of the
grammar (Phillips 2013). The work in this approach centers around developing testable hypotheses about behavior on the basis of articulated theories
4

In this schema, we show two phrasal nodes, NumP and GenP, in the structure of a DP.
However, many researchers represent gender as a feature on the nominal stem, thus present
on the categorizer head n (cf. Alexiadou 2004; Kramer 2015; 2016). We will return to the
latter representation in Section 4.3 below.
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of grammar. Our strategy was to elicit responses to agreement failures in a
way that would diagnose the potentially independent contributions of number and gender features. Before presenting the details of our experiment,
we will present a quick overview of the relevant facts concerning Spanish
agreement.
Agreement in number and gender in Spanish is pervasive: determiners,
adjectives, and participles must all agree with a head noun in both number
and gender. The Spanish plural is formed by suffixing -s onto a noun, while
the singular is understood as the absence of the plural morpheme (in other
words, it appears morphologically bare).5
(4)

a.
b.
c.
d.

la manzana ‘the apple, fem.’
el libro ‘the book, masc.’
las manzanas ‘the apples, fem.’
los libros ‘the books, masc.’

Our focus here is on morphologically-transparent inanimate nouns with uninterpretable gender (as opposed to animate and human nouns whose gender is often interpretable and may in fact be encoded separately, represented higher in the structure of a nominal; see footnote 3). Spanish has
two surface genders: masculine and feminine; they are relatively equally
distributed in the nominal lexicon (Bull 1965). The two genders also appear to be equally specified morphologically: the theme vowel -o is most
often associated with the masculine gender, and the theme vowel -a is most
often associated with the feminine gender.6
To summarize: the presence (or absence) of a word-final -s provides
cues to that word’s number, and the vowel (-a- vs. -o-) that would precede s provides cues to the word’s gender. As the number- and gender-agreement
morphemes are in principle morphologically independent, we could manipulate their combination to produce sentences with different kinds of agreement errors. Because the bundling and split models of feature representation make different commitments regarding the valuation of agreement
features, the predictions of the two models pull apart in cases where one or
5

6

In some dialects of Latin American Spanish, particularly in Caribbean Spanish and coastal
varieties of Argentinian and Chilean Spanish, -s in coda position undergoes weakening (for
an overview, see Lipski 1984; 2011; Guitart 1997). This weakening should have a minimal
effect on the results we present below given the demographics of our participants, together
with the exposure heritage Spanish speakers receive from speakers of various dialects.
The assumption that -o and -a are the morphological realizations of masculine and feminine
gender, respectively, has been challenged, most notably by Harris (1991). Still, these
exponents serve as strong cues allowing the parser to predict gender.
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both features are incorrectly valued. These are cases of agreement attraction (Bock & Miller 1991; Bock & Eberhard 1993).
In agreement attraction, errors in agreement are masked by the features
of a distractor constituent. For subject-verb agreement, the predicate fails
to agree with its subject, but rather agrees with the features of some other
noun present in the same clause (typically, but not necessarily, closer to
the agreeing verb in the surface order). The paradigm example appears
in (5), where the predicate (underlined) should be singular to match the
singular feature of the head noun (goal, shown in bold), but instead it is
plural, matching the plural feature of the so-called “local” noun (distractor,
italicized). The agreement error yields an ungrammatical sentence, yet such
cases are regularly produced and perceived as grammatical.
(5)

The key to the cabinets were lost.

Agreement attraction has been widely studied in behavioral experiments,
and a substantial body of literature has identified factors that affect the
probability that a case of attraction will be perceived as grammatical. Fuchs
et al. (2015) put agreement attraction to use in exploring the difference between bundling and split approaches to feature representation. If number
and gender features are bundled together, they ought to be valued simultaneously. Thus, the number and gender features of a noun (more accurately, the single feature bundle of that noun) should determine agreement
together, at the same time. With simultaneous feature valuation, when an
incorrect noun enters into agreement with an adjective, both its number
and gender features should effect agreement attraction. To illustrate this
point, consider the following ungrammatical sentences of Spanish:
(6)

a. *El
niño considera
la
noticia
en
the.m.sg boy consider.pres.3sg the.f.sg news.item.f.sg in
las
revistas
terriblemente aburridas.
the.f.pl magazine.f.pl terribly
boring.f.pl
Intended: ’The boy considers the news item in the magazines to
be terribly boring.’
b. *El
niño considera
la
noticia
en
the.m.sg boy consider.pres.3sg the.f.sg news.item.f.sg in
los
periódicos
terriblemente aburridos.
the.m.pl magazine.m.pl terribly
boring.m.pl
Intended: ’The boy considers the news item in the magazines to
be terribly boring

10
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In each sentence, the local noun (i.e., revistas or periódicos) has spread its
features to the adjective (i.e., aburridos/-as), which may lead to the illusion
of grammaticality.7 If number and gender are projected and valued together, as per bundling approaches, then when the predicate (erroneously)
gets a feature (e.g., number) from the local noun, it should get the other
feature (e.g., gender) as well. In other words, agreement attraction in one
feature ought to precipitate agreement attraction in the other feature, with
the result that both of the above sentences should be rated equally high (or
equally low).
If number and gender are split, then the features are projected and valued independently, and agreement attraction in number can proceed independently of attraction in gender. The violations are evaluated (or ignored)
on their own merits. If attraction in number does not carry the local noun’s
gender features along for the ride, then the sentence in (6a)—where the
predicate agrees with the local noun in number but matches the head noun
in gender—should be rated higher than (6b), where neither feature of the
head noun correctly appears on the predicate. It was precisely these sorts
of sentences that we set out to test.
Fuchs et al. (2015) designed an auditory sentence-rating task in which
participants rated the acceptability of sentences they heard. Each stimulus
was based on the syntactic frame in (7).
7

Note that the sentences in (6) would be grammatical if the predicate modified to the local
noun. To ensure that this unintended parse is not available, Fuchs et al. (2015) conducted
a norming study, which demonstrated the low probability of this parse.
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(Subject) Verb NP1 PP NP2 Adverb Adjective/Participle
vP
DP

v′

(subject)

VP

v+V
Verb

V′

DPi
…NP1 P NP2…

V

FP
DPi

F′
F

PredP
Adverb ADJ

Sentences contained an animate subject and a verb that introduced a small
clause (Contreras 1987; Jiménez-Fernández & Spyropoulos 2013). Within
each small clause was a noun (NP1) modified by a prepositional phrase
that contained a distractor noun (NP2); the head noun (NP1) served as the
subject to a predicative adjective (or participle; we label this element ADJ).8
For such a sentence to be grammatical, ADJ had to inflect for number and
gender, agreeing with NP1.9 In the design of our stimuli, we manipulated
the number and gender of NP1, NP2, and ADJ, creating grammatical and
ungrammatical sentences.
Consistent with previous work on agreement attraction that has identified an asymmetry between number features in determining agreement
attraction (Bock & Miller 1991; Bock & Eberhard 1993; Vigliocco et al.
1995; 1996; Vigliocco & Nicol 1998; Bock et al. 2001; Hartsuiker et al.
2003; Alcocer & Phillips 2009; Bock et al. 2012; Acuña-Fariña et al.
2014; Jegerski 2016), we found that native speakers of Spanish exhibit
clear effects of attraction for number: ungrammatical sentences with a singular NP1 but plural NP2 and ADJ were rated higher than other cases of
8
9

Here and below we refer to the head noun and distractor phrase pretheoretically as NPs;
this is merely an expository step.
See Fuchs et al. (2015) for the details of the norming study mentioned in Footnote 6 that
was conducted to ensure that sentences were interpreted with ADJ modifying NP1.
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Figure 1: Average ratings for potential attraction conditions from the 50
native speakers of Spanish tested in Fuchs et al. (2015).
ungrammaticality. Also consistent with the previous literature, we failed
to find evidence of attraction for gender. Crucially, we found that within
the potential attraction conditions (i.e., sentences with singular NP1, but
plural NP2 and ADJ, as in (6a, b) above), conditions with feminine head
nouns in which agreement attraction occurred in two features were rated
significantly lower than conditions with agreement attraction in only one
feature. The analogous difference for masculine head nouns was not significant. Figure 1 plots average ratings for these potential attraction conditions,
thus representing the baseline.
We interpreted these results as evidence for a split model for number
and gender in the native Spanish grammar. Native speakers treat attraction
in two features separately from attraction in one. Because the two features
participate in agreement separately, attraction in number does not precipitate attraction in gender.10
In addition to testing bundling vs. split models of number and gender,
we set out to determine the content of each feature type. We used evidence
from grammaticality effects—the ability to distinguish ungrammatical sentences from grammatical ones—in non-attraction sentences to determine
feature content. Finding sensitivity to both singular and plural agreement
10

Using electrophysiological evidence, Barber & Carreiras (2005) arrive at a similar conclusion, namely that number and gender agreement are separate processes in monolingual
(Peninsular) Spanish. Experimental work examining how number and gender are used in
establishing pronoun antecedents has also provided evidence for a split model of number
and gender in Italian (de Vincenzi 1999; de Vincenzi & di Domenico 1999).
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errors, we concluded that number in the native baseline is a multi-valued
feature (both singular and plural are specified feature values; cf. Sauerland
2003; Scontras 2013a; b). Finding sensitivity only to agreement errors
involving feminine adjectives, we concluded that gender is single-valued
(feminine is the specified feature value, while masculine serves as the absence of gender specification, consistent with the classic analysis proposed
by Harris 1991; see also Kramer 2015).
Having mapped, as it were, the terrain of number and gender in the native Spanish baseline, we now shift the question to heritage speakers: does
their knowledge of Spanish morphology match that of the native baseline?
If it does not, what sorts of pressures likely led to the difference? Concretely,
do heritage speakers show evidence of a bundling or splitting number and
gender? And, relatedly, how is each category specified: does number require that both singular and plural be specified? Does gender require that
both masculine and feminine be specified? Or are single-valued oppositions
sufficient? If heritage speakers are driven by pressures to increase analyticity, we would expect them to converge on a maximally-articulated feature representation where number and gender are split, with each feature
value specified. Such a convergence would entail maintaining the structure
observed in the native grammar and enhancing it with additional feature
values.
If, however, representational economy influences the grammar of agreement in heritage speakers, we would expect them to converge on a lighterweight, less-well articulated feature representation where number and gender are bundled together with the minimal amount of feature values specified. Of course, there also remains the possibility that there is no difference between the native and heritage grammars of agreement, which we
assume as the null hypothesis (although this would run counter to the welldocumented divergence of heritage language morphology surveyed above).

3

Testing heritage speakers

To investigate the content and structure of heritage agreement categories,
we ran a direct replication of the auditory sentence-rating task from Fuchs et
al. (2015), this time testing English-dominant heritage speakers of Spanish.
Previous studies have looked at number or gender agreement in heritage
speakers of Spanish, most commonly in agreement between two expressions
which are typically adjacent (e.g., Montrul et al. 2008; 2014; Foote 2011;
Montrul 2013); ours is the first to apply the agreement attraction paradigm

14
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in an attempt to diagnose the structure and content of these speakers’ knowledge of their agreement morphology. Building on the results of previous
studies, we find it imperative to increase the difficulty in comprehension by
introducing linear (as well as structural) distance between the noun bearing
agreement features and the agreeing expression. We also wanted to ensure
that the target of agreement was the same for both gender and number
(i.e., the predicative adjective), thus allowing for direct comparison across
feature types (cf. Acuña-Fariña et al. 2014).
If we find that the heritage speakers lose sensitivity to specific feature
values, or that they bundle rather than split their number and gender features, then we have an instance of grammar divergence. More importantly,
we can use any differences between the heritage and native grammars to
help explain and thereby predict the gradual loss of agreement in heritage
languages.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Participants
We recruited 160 participants with U.S. IP addresses via Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk crowd-sourcing service. Participants were compensated for
their participation. The study was preceded by a demographics questionnaire. We identified as heritage speakers those participants who 1) grew
up speaking Spanish, 2) now speak mostly English, and 3) had not lived
in a Spanish-speaking country after the age of 8. Seventy-one participants
matched the profile of English-dominant heritage speakers of Spanish; we
present their results below.
Some high-proficiency heritage speakers of Spanish have been reported
to perform on par with native speakers with respect to gender marking and
agreement (Montrul et al. 2008; 2013; 2014; Alarcón 2011). Despite not
including an independent measure of proficiency in an effort to keep the experiment short, the criteria used in our demographics questionnaire helped
to exclude such high-proficiency speakers from the analysis, focusing instead on mid- to low-proficiency heritage speakers. We report the responses
to these demographic questions in Appendix A: Demographic information.
This information gives a fuller picture of our participants: most are young
(average age is 31), speaking at least some Spanish at home, and never studied Spanish in college. There is a good deal of variability in the amount of
grade-school Spanish these speakers were exposed to, and most report that
they are native speakers of Spanish. The relatively high number of self-
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proclaimed native speakers points to the blurry line between heritage and
native identification. These numbers also reinforce the observations in the
literature that self-assessment by heritage speakers is sometimes inversely
correlated with their proficiency (cf. Beaudrie & Ducar 2005; Thompson
2015, for Spanish heritage speakers; Titus 2012; Davidson & Lekic 2013,
for Russian heritage speakers), or reflects the degree of their ethnic and
cultural identification rather than proficiency (Kang & Kim 2012).
3.1.2 Materials
We used the same experimental stimuli from Fuchs et al. (2015). In designing both the previous and the present study, the goal was to construct stimuli that would allow us to examine how errors in agreement—specifically,
errors in one vs. two agreement features—are perceived. As described in
the previous section, we used the phenomenon of agreement attraction to
effect these errors.
Stimuli took the form of the schema in (8), identical to (7) above; the
schema features a small clause (SC) in which we expected to find cases of
agreement attraction.
(8)

(Subject) Verb [SC NP1 Prep NP2 Adv ADJ ] …

We created sixteen items (for a full list of experimental stimuli, see Appendix B). For each item, grammatical and ungrammatical versions were
derived by manipulating the number and gender features of NP1, NP2, and
ADJ. Each of NP1, NP2, and ADJ could be either masculine or feminine, and
either singular or plural, yielding four possible combinations of features per
element. Grammatical configurations with masculine singular and feminine
singular nouns appear in (9)a and (9)b, respectively. Ungrammatical conditions were constructed by varying the features of NP1 and ADJ; potential
attraction conditions were created by aligning features of NP2 and ADJ.
(9)

a.

El
niño
considera
el
the.m.sg boy.m.sg consider.pres.3sg the.m.sg
artículo
en el
periódico
terriblemente
news.item.m.sg in the.m.sg newspaper.m.sg terribly
aburrido
pero le
gustaba
leer
los
boring.m.sg but dat.cl.3sg like.imp.3sg read.inf the.m.pl
libros
de Harry Potter.
book.m.pl of Harry Potter
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b.

‘The boy considers the article in the paper to be terribly boring
but he liked reading Harry Potter books.’
El
niño
considera
la
noticia
the.m.sg boy.m.sg consider.pres.3sg the.f.sg news.item.f.sg
en la
revista
terriblemente aburrida
pero
in the.f.sg newspaper.f.sg terribly
boring.f.sg but
le
gustaba
leer
los
libros
de
dat.cl.3sg like.imp.3sg read.inf the.m.pl book.m.pl of
Harry Potter.
Harry Potter
‘The boy considers the article in the paper to be terribly boring
but he liked reading Harry Potter books.’

Stimuli were recorded by a native speaker of Colombian Spanish. In order to
avoid any prosodic cues to ungrammaticality, only grammatical sentences
were recorded. All stimuli (both grammatical and ungrammatical) were
created by splicing together grammatical [(Subj) Verb NP1 Prep NP2] onsets
with grammatical [Adv ADJ …] offsets. We also created 16 fillers of similar
complexity to our test items; the same speaker recorded both the test items
and fillers. Given that heritage speakers often have problems with literacy,
it was appropriate to rely on the auditory presentation of the stimuli.11
3.1.3 Design
Participants took the experiment online via Mechanical Turk using the webbased experiment platform ExperigenRT (Becker & Levine 2010; Pillot et al.
2012). Instructions were provided in written Spanish. Participants were
presented with two versions at random of each of the 16 items (one version where the number of NP1 and NP2 matched and another where it did
not), together with 16 fillers. Participants were instructed to indicate the
acceptability of the sentences they heard on a scale from 1 (completamente
inaceptable ‘completely unacceptable’) to 5 (completamente aceptable ‘completely acceptable’). Participants completed a total of 48 trials: 32 test trials
and 16 fillers presented in a random order.
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number
gender
bundled vs. split

monolingual
increased
baseline
analyticity
multi-valued multi-valued
single-valued multi-valued
split
split
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representational
economy
single-valued
single-valued
bundled

Table 1: Experimental predictions presented against the monolingual
baseline from Fuchs et al. (2015).

3.2

Predictions

Table 1 summarizes the experimental predictions depending on whether
pressures to increase analyticity or representational economy influence the
heritage grammar of agreement; we repeat the results obtained by Fuchs
et al. (2015) for the monolingual native baseline. Given that the monolingual baseline contains a multi-valued number feature, a single-valued gender feature, and a split feature representation where number and gender are
projected and valued separately, the only way to increase the analyticity of
this system is to move from a single- to a multi-valued gender feature. In
other words, we should observe grammaticality effects for both masculine
and feminine head noun conditions. However, if pressures from representational economy drive the heritage grammar’s restructuring, we should
observe fewer feature values and less structure: single-valued number and
gender features that are bundled (i.e., projected and valued) together. Concretely, we should observe grammaticality effects for only one of the singular and plural head noun conditions, and for only one of the masculine and
feminine head noun conditions. In potential attraction conditions where
the features of the local noun (but not the head noun) match those of the
agreeing adjective, we should observe that single feature errors are rated as
high or as low as multiple errors.

3.3

Results

To simplify presentation and ease interpretation, we follow Fuchs et al.
(2015) and present the results in two parts. First, we investigate grammaticality and attraction effects for each of the four potential feature values
(i.e., singular, plural, masculine, and feminine); analyses are grouped by
11

See Carreira (2007); Edstrom (2007); Valdés et al. (2008), for a discussion of literacy
issues specifically with respect to heritage speakers of Spanish.
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the features of NP1 (i.e., the head noun), which ought to determine agreement. Second, we focus in on potential attraction conditions to test the
predictions of bundled vs. split models of number and gender.
3.3.1 Head-noun analysis
Figure 2 plots average acceptability ratings grouped by the relevant feature of NP1.12 Perhaps the most striking aspect of Figure 2 is the relatively
high ratings across the board: on average, participants rated critical items
3.7 out of a possible 5 points on the acceptability scale. This may initially
seem surprising, especially given that half of the conditions tested were
ungrammatical. Moreover, previous research has demonstrated clear sensitivity to agreement violations in heritage speakers of Spanish (Foote 2011).
However, recall that target ungrammaticality is the result of a mismatch in
agreement features on NP1 and ADJ, and that these two constituents are
contained within a much larger frame. The agreement error in ungrammatical conditions is just one small part of an otherwise lengthy and grammatically correct sentence. The fact that these agreement errors did not yield
extremely low average ratings is therefore a product of the experimental
design, which prioritized taxing participant memory by increasing distance
between key sentential elements. This design yielded the same overall high
ratings when the experiment was conducted with native speakers in Fuchs
et al. (2015). The crucial metric in the previous and in the present study is
therefore not the absolute value of an average rating, but rather how ratings compare to each other across different grammatical and ungrammatical
conditions.
Considering first the most basic of these differences, heritage speakers
gave grammatical conditions in the study an average rating of 3.95, and
ungrammatical conditions an average rating of 3.66; this difference was
found to be significant (Wilcoxon test, p<0.001). This difference suggests
that participants were attending to the experimental items and sensitive to
differences in grammaticality. We turn next to further differences across
various grammatical and ungrammatical conditions, grouping analyses by
the relevant features of NP1.
Singular NP1 To avoid possible effects of gender mismatches, gender was
held constant across NP1, NP2, and ADJ—all were either feminine or mas12

Responses were trimmed on the basis of response time to be within two standard deviations
of the mean.
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Figure 2: Average acceptability ratings grouped by NP1 features. Error
bars represent bootstrapped 95% conﬁdence intervals.
culine. Keeping NP1 singular, there are four possible combinations for the
number features of NP2 and ADJ, as in Figure 2. To investigate the effect of
these feature combinations on the perceived acceptability of the sentences
that contained them, we fit a linear mixed-effects model predicting acceptability ratings by NP2 (sg vs. pl) and ADJ (sg vs. pl), as well as their
interaction. This model and the models that follow included random intercepts for participants and items. The model found a main effect of ADJ (β
= -0.74, t = -3.57, p < 0.05): ungrammatical sentences in which ADJ appeared in the plural were rated lower than their grammatical counterparts.
The model also found a marginally significant interaction between NP2 and
ADJ (β = 0.56, t = 1.93, p < 0.06): when both NP2 and ADJ were plural,
ungrammatical sentences were rated higher than the ungrammatical baseline. These results replicate the native baseline observed by Fuchs et al.
(2015) and indicate that attraction from the plural is present in heritage
speakers as well.
Plural NP1 As with the singular-NP1 analysis, we held gender constant.
Keeping NP1 plural, there are four possible combinations for the number
features of NP2 and ADJ, as in Figure 2. We fit a linear mixed-effects model
predicting acceptability ratings by NP2 (sg vs. pl) and ADJ (sg vs. pl),
as well as their interaction. The model did not find a significant effect
of ADJ (β = -0.27, t = -1.24, p < 0.22): ungrammatical sentences in
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which ADJ appeared in the singular were not rated significantly lower than
their grammatical counterparts. The lack of a significant difference between
grammatical and ungrammatical conditions was a reflection of variation
in participants’ responses; in particular, participants were divided in their
ratings of ungrammatical plural-NP1 conditions. These results deviate from
the native baseline observed in Fuchs et al. (2015), where native speakers
demonstrated a grammaticality effect for plural NP1. The model also did not
find a significant interaction between NP2 and ADJ (β = -0.22, t = -0.70,
p < 0.49): as with the native baseline, there is no evidence of attraction
from the singular.
Masculine NP1 Turning now to gender, to avoid possible effects of number
mismatches, number was held constant across NP1, NP2, and ADJ—all were
either singular or plural. Keeping NP1 masculine, there are four possible
combinations for the gender features of NP2 and ADJ, as shown in Figure 2.
We fit a linear mixed-effects model predicting acceptability ratings by NP2
(m vs. f) and ADJ (m vs. f), as well as their interaction. The model found a
significant effect of ADJ (β = -0.46, t = -2.07, p < 0.05): ungrammatical
sentences in which ADJ appeared in the feminine were rated lower than
their grammatical counterparts. The model did not find an interaction between NP2 and ADJ (β = -0.02, t = -0.07, p < 0.95): there is no evidence
of attraction from the feminine. These results replicate the native baseline
(Fuchs et al. 2015).
Feminine NP1 As with the masculine-NP1 analysis, we held number constant. Keeping NP1 feminine, there are four possible combinations for the
gender features of NP2 and ADJ, as in Figure 2. We fit a linear mixed-effects
model predicting acceptability ratings by NP2 (m vs. f) and ADJ (m vs. f),
as well as their interaction. The model did not find a significant effect of
ADJ (β = -0.16, t = -0.73, p < 0.47): ungrammatical sentences in which
ADJ appeared in the masculine were rated no lower than their grammatical
counterparts. The model also did not find an interaction between NP2 and
ADJ (β = 0.13, t = 0.44, p < 0.66): there is no evidence of attraction
from the masculine. These results replicate the native baseline (Fuchs et al.
2015).
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Figure 3: Average acceptability ratings for potential attraction conditions
grouped by NP1 gender. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95%
conﬁdence intervals.
3.3.2

Attraction condition analysis

Next, we focus in on potential attraction conditions where a singular NP1
occurs with a plural NP2 and ADJ. Figure 3 plots average responses to these
conditions grouped by the gender of NP1.
We fit a linear mixed-effects model predicting ratings by NP1 (f-sg vs. msg), the number of agreement errors (1 vs. 2), and their interaction. The
model found a main effect of NP1 (β = -0.72, t = -2.40, p < 0.05): attraction conditions with a feminine NP1 were rated significantly higher than
attraction conditions with a masculine NP1. The model did not find an effect of the number of agreement errors (β = -0.23, t = -0.77, p < 0.45),
or an interaction between the number of agreement errors and NP1 (β =
0.42, t = 1.03, p < 0.31).13 Thus, for the feminine head nouns, conditions
with agreement attraction in only one feature (f-sg f-pl f-pl) were rated
as high as conditions with attraction in two features (f-sg m-pl m-pl); for
masculine head nouns, conditions with agreement attraction in two features
(m-sg f-pl f-pl) were rated as low as conditions with agreement attraction
in only one feature (m-sg m-pl m-pl).
13

Given the lack of even a statistical trend (i.e., the difference between 4.07 and 4.08 in
Figure 3), our failure to find a significant interaction with the number of agreement errors
is unlikely to stem from a lack of statistical power.
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Discussion

We have extended our agreement-attraction paradigm based on auditory
sentence-rating beyond the native baseline to English-dominant heritage
speakers of Spanish. The results indicate both similarities and, crucially,
differences between the two populations. First we consider the implications
of the head-noun analyses for the content of the feature categories (i.e.,
number and gender) they inform. Then we turn to the interaction between
the two categories, interpreting the results of the attraction analysis in light
of the predictions from bundling vs. split theories of number and gender.
3.4.1 Number in heritage Spanish
Like the native baseline, heritage speakers showed a clear grammaticality
effect for conditions in which the head noun was singular, as well as an effect of attraction from plural local nouns. However, unlike the native baseline, the grammaticality effect for plural head-nouns was only a numerical
trend, not significant. That is, participants did not consistently distinguish
between grammatical sentences with a plural head-noun and a plural adjective, and ungrammatical sentences with a plural head-noun but a singular
adjective. In other words, some participants perceived the agreement between a plural head-noun and a singular adjective as grammatical.
If the representation of number in heritage Spanish were shaped by
transfer from the dominant language’s grammar, we would not expect this
representation to be affected: native English number has the same properties as number in Spanish (Fuchs et al. 2015), and so transfer of properties
from English to the heritage Spanish grammar should result in the preservation of the native number system. However, our results suggest that the
content of the number category in the heritage grammar is moving away
from the multi-valued native baseline, where both singular and plural are
specified. Instead, the feature space is pruned in such a way that singular
emerges as a kind of default, seemingly compatible with targets that are
either specified (i.e., plural) or unspecified.
To explain such a restructuring of the number category in the heritage
grammar, we hypothesize that a single-valued (privative) opposition, where
only one of the members is specified for a particular feature, is somehow less
taxing than the multi-valued opposition where all the members have a predefined feature specification. While a multi-valued representation might
seem preferable because it allows for a one-to-one mapping between features and morphology, a single-valued opposition decreases the memory
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load by allowing the speaker to only pay attention to and store in memory
the specified value, in a sense omitting the unspecified value. This move
in principle cuts the speaker’s workload in half: the content of the category
where only one feature is specified leads to a more economical representation.
3.4.2

Gender in heritage Spanish

With gender, heritage speakers behave on par with the native Spanish baseline: they demonstrate a clear grammaticality effect for masculine but not
feminine head nouns; masculine adjectives may agree with feminine head
nouns, signaling that masculine serves as the default gender specification—
the absence of feminine. The baseline single-valued gender opposition in
native Spanish appears to be robust enough to withstand pressures from
general attrition and transfer from English—the heritage speakers’ dominant language, which lacks grammatical gender—so that it persists in the
heritage grammar. This suggests that a single-valued feature opposition
does enjoy privileged status in the heritage grammar, further supporting
our proposal concerning the single-valued opposition observed for heritage
number.
3.4.3

Bundling vs. splitting in heritage Spanish

Turning now to the relationship between features, we found that participants
rated potential attraction conditions with errors in one feature equally high
(or low) as conditions with errors in two features. Thus, errors (or attraction) in number are perceived as equally (un)grammatical as errors in both
number and gender, indicating that number and gender in heritage Spanish are bundled—that is, projected and valued—together. As such, in an
agreement attraction context, when there is attraction in one feature (say,
number), the other feature (say, gender) also participates in the attraction,
resulting in the lack of difference between the number of errors on perceived
acceptability. This behavior stands as a departure from the native baseline,
where we found that errors in both number and gender were perceived as
less acceptable than errors in just number, where presumably attraction
masks the offense. To summarize: we have found evidence that heritage
speakers of Spanish bundle number and gender features in their grammar,
a departure from the native baseline of feature splitting.
It bears noting that there may remain an obstacle to the conclusion that
English-dominant heritage speakers of Spanish bundle their number and
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gender features: perhaps the lack of difference between attraction conditions with one error (i.e., number only) vs. two errors (i.e., number and
gender) is not the result of any difference in the mental representation of
these features, but rather of the lack of sensitivity to inflectional morphology that is often associated with heritage speakers. In other words, perhaps
the observed insensitivity to the number of agreement errors signals not
that number carries gender along for the ride while it gets valued in the
heritage grammar, but rather that our heritage participants did not access
gender as they processed the sentences presented to them. Were this true,
our results would say nothing about the mental representation of the relationship between the two agreement features in question: the equal ratings
given by the heritage speakers to conditions with agreement attraction in
one vs. two features would be the result of the already-well-documented
neglect of inflectional morphology.
We would like to offer a counterargument to this interpretation of the
data. If heritage speakers were so insensitive to gender morphology that
they had insufficient awareness of gender errors, we would expect that
they would treat attraction conditions with feminine head-nouns on a par
with conditions with masculine head-nouns. However, this is not what we
found: the feminine-head-noun attraction conditions are rated significantly
higher than the masculine-head-noun attraction conditions. In fact, we already found evidence of gender sensitivity in the head-noun analyses, where
we observed a clear grammaticality effect for masculine head nouns. This
pair of findings—contrasts between feminine and masculine head-noun attraction conditions and grammaticality effects for masculine head-nouns—
indicates that heritage speakers are aware of and sensitive to gender. Indeed, Cuza & Pérez-Tattam (2016) find early knowledge of gender distinctions in child heritage learners of Spanish. If we take this evidence seriously,
then we can maintain the conclusion that heritage speakers have reanalyzed
the feature system of Spanish so that it levels the hierarchical distinction between number and gender. In other words, what native speakers treat as
separate categories (i.e., number and gender), heritage speakers handle as
but one, thus opting for the bundling of these categories. The featural organizations of number and gender in native and heritage Spanish are therefore
ultimately different.
Given that our results come from testing elements separated by linear
and structural distance, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the observed difficulty in matching the features of distant constituents may start
as a memory problem, yet another casualty of working memory demands
on issues of dependency distance (Gibson 1998; Grodner & Gibson 2005).
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Heritage speakers have limited resources for integrating linguistic information, and these resources are taxed to the limit when information units are
not contiguous. However, even though this difficulty may start as a performance issue (i.e., not domain-specific), it has deep consequences for the
restructuring of the heritage grammar. In other words, the root cause of
restructuring might exist external to language, but the consequences in the
language domain are remarkably specific. We discuss these consequences
in detail in the following section.

4

General discussion

A comparison of the results of the present study with those reported in
Fuchs et al. (2015) points to grammatical divergence between native and
heritage Spanish. First, concerning the content of number and gender features, English-dominant heritage speakers of Spanish appear to be losing
sensitivity to the singular, treating it as the unspecified member of the opposition. The result is a single-valued featural representation of number
in heritage Spanish where the native baseline has one that is multi-valued.
Second, whereas the native baseline demonstrated differential sensitivity to
single- vs. multi-error attraction conditions, heritage speakers lack a similar sensitivity and instead treat the two types of errors on a par. Recall
that for heritage speakers in cases of number attraction, gender also participates; this indicates that the two features are projected and valued together,
thus supporting a bundling model of their representation, as in (1) above.
All told, with respect to gender and number features of Spanish, the native
baseline and the heritage grammar show genuine divergence. Returning
to our predictions from Table 1 in Section 3.2, our results support the hypothesis that pressures from representational economy drive the observed
restructuring in the heritage grammar.
In what follows, we would like to offer three additional considerations.
First, we will add a note of caution to the interpretation of our dependent
measure. Then we will consider in more detail the pressures that likely led
to the observed divergence between the heritage grammar and the native
baseline. Finally, we will discuss the implications of our findings for the
loss of morphological richness more generally.
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4.1 A question of dependent measures
Although the performance of heritage speakers in the present study cannot
be straightforwardly attributed to a lack of sensitivity to gender morphology, other external factors may affect the interpretation of our findings. A
question arises—one that is common to experimental work—as to whether
the methodology employed here accurately reflects the participants’ knowledge of their language. Performance need not be an accurate representation
of a speaker’s knowledge, and so it may be with heritage speakers: their performance on a sentence-rating task need not give us full understanding of
their competence in Spanish—other measures may bring to light additional
evidence concerning their grammatical knowledge.
Evidence of the potential divide between grammaticality judgments and
grammatical knowledge comes from Tokowicz & MacWhinney (2005). Picking up a lead from earlier work, Tokowicz & MacWhinney investigated
discrepancies in the results of grammaticality judgments and event-related
potentials (ERPs) gathered from L2 and native speakers of Spanish. The
two groups were asked to judge the grammaticality of Spanish sentences
that had one of three types of errors: 1) tense-marking, which is similar in
Spanish and English, 2) determiner-number agreement, which is different in
Spanish and English, and 3) gender agreement, which exists in Spanish but
not in English. ERP measures were recorded throughout the task. By comparing judgments to ERPs, the authors aimed to determine whether certain
kinds of tasks reflected explicit versus implicit knowledge of a language.
While none of the L2 Spanish speakers tested by Tokowicz & MacWhinney was able to perform above chance at correctly identifying any of the
three types of errors, the ERP results demonstrated more native-like performance. The L2 speakers displayed a P600 effect indicative of syntactic
anomaly with tense-marking and gender-agreement error types; there was
no observable grammaticality effect for number agreement. The authors interpreted these results as evidence that introspective judgments (similar to
those we collected in our study) measure explicit knowledge of a language,
while electrophysiological responses more directly evidence implicit, grammatical knowledge. Regardless of the specific interpretation, their results
indicate that different dependent measures potentially differ in their sensitivity to grammatical knowledge. Given the potential limitations of acceptability judgments, future work on heritage populations (indeed, any
population) ought to use corroborating evidence from different methodolo-
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gies in the diagnosis of linguistic knowledge.14 An obvious solution to this
conundrum would be to compare methodologies in an explicit way and to
combine data from production and comprehension as well.
Still, we do not believe that these considerations devoid the significance
of our findings. We lack any evidence demonstrating that electrophysiological measures differ from behavioral ones in the present domain for heritage
speakers. Moreover, the simple fact remains: heritage speakers pattern differently from the native baseline when it comes to the perceived acceptability of agreement-attraction sentences. In the following sections, we argue
that the precise nature of this pattern points to a principled path of grammar
divergence.

4.2

Developmental trajectories of heritage language

Having documented principled differences between heritage and native speakers of Spanish with respect to the structuring of gender and number, the task
now is to understand why and how the observed differences arise. First, let
us take stock of what we have observed: 1) a move toward single-valued
feature oppositions in both number and gender (as compared to the multivalued number opposition in the native baseline), and 2) the bundling of
number and gender features (as opposed to the split-feature model of the
native baseline). Let us now we revisit the predictions from Table 1 and the
potential pressures that might have led to the restructuring that we observe
in the heritage grammar: representational economy vs. increased analyticity.
If heritage speakers were prioritizing analyticity in their morphosyntax, we might expect them to converge on a grammar that privileges oneto-one correspondences between surface forms and their underlying features (cf. the observed loss of ambiguity in word order, Isurin & IvanovaSullivan 2008; Ivanova-Sullivan 2014; in syntactic representations, Polinsky 2011; 2016b; and in scope interpretations, Scontras et al. 2017). With
respect to feature content, we would expect the heritage grammar to be at
least as well articulated (i.e., to have at least as many feature values specified) as the native baseline. Indeed, the grammar should have more feature
values specified (i.e., mutli-valued oppositions in both number and gender).
14

See (Montrul 2016: Chapter 6); Orfitelli & Polinsky (2017) for a similar line of argumentation, namely that grammaticality judgment tasks potentially obscure grammatical
knowledge in near-native speakers. Fortunately, we avoid the main pitfall that they identify with grammaticality judgment tasks by moving from binary judgments (i.e., acceptable
vs. unacceptable) to graded judgments in the current study.
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We make a similar prediction with respect to the feature representation: the
heritage grammar should have a representation with at least as much articulated structure as the native baseline. In both cases, greater articulation of
feature content and structure increases analyticity. However, neither prediction is borne out in our results; we find exactly the opposite: a loss of
feature content and a loss of structure.
Heritage speakers appear instead to be prioritizing representational economy, presumably to ease the load on their working memory as they carry
out the costly task of using a less dominant language. This restructuring converges on a grammar with more parsimonious linguistic representations: fewer features and less structure overall. The result is the grammar we observe here, where agreement categories are smaller and bundled
together, stored and retrieved in memory as one unit. One might worry
that the observed primacy of representational economy stands at odds with
the previously-reported results of increased analyticity: how do we reconcile this case with the many others where analyticity appears to rule
the day? Here it bears noting that in the other domains of grammar that
we have reported on, increased analyticity and representational economy
most likely deliver supporting—or orthogonal—pressures. Take the simplification of gapped-relativization structures documented by Polinsky (2011)
for English-dominant heritage speakers of Russian. The resulting heritage
grammar has fewer relativization options than the native baseline; the single viable option that remains is the relativization of subjects with a gap. If
any of the relativization structures has a lighter-weight structure, it would
be the subject relative, which minimizes syntactic dependencies. At worst,
representational economy has no bearing on the outcome of relativization
restructuring; at best, it delivers the same result as the pressures from increased analyticity: subject relatives. So we would have no way of teasing
apart the relative strength of the two pressures. However, in the domain
of morphosyntactic agreement discussed here, our operationalizations of
representational economy vs. increased analyticity make diverging predictions, and we have seen that our results readily align with the predictions
of representational economy.
It took a case where the two pressures push in opposite directions to
observe the dominance of representational economy in the heritage grammar of agreement. In the next section, we discuss the implications of these
findings for the loss of morphological richness more broadly construed.
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Implications for loss of morphological richness

The differences in the underlying syntax of agreement categories in heritage
as compared to native Spanish suggest a clear trajectory for the development
of the impoverished agreement systems characteristic of heritage grammars
and, more broadly, of grammars under contact.
In the native Spanish grammar, number and gender are projected independently along the nominal spine, with NumP either dominating GenP,
according to the schema in (2) above (which is repeated below in (10a)), or
with gender specified on the nominal stem, as in (10b) (Ritter 1993; Alexiadou 2004; Kramer 2015; 2016).15 Thus, native speakers have a fully articulated structure for their nominal projections, and because each agreement
category is independent, each feature also has a clear feature specification.
(10)

a.
b.

[DP … [NumP{xy} … [GenP{xy} … [nP …
[DP … [NumP{xy} … [nP{+Gender} …

gender as separate XP
gender specified on stems

This is a rich system where structure building and parsing have to scan a
fairly large structure to build a DP. Morphological richness follows, and the
inflectional nature of Spanish entails that various pieces of morphology may
be spelling out several consecutive categories.
Contrast this picture with what we find in heritage speakers, who combine number and gender in a single projection. Whereas some work has
suggested that gender features in a language cannot appear solely on NumP
(Kramer 2015: Chapter 8), our findings suggest that this is indeed the case
in the grammar of heritage Spanish. Assuming that the structure in (10a) is
widely available as a default (cf. Harley & Ritter 2002), this bundling may
follow from the fusion of the Gen head with the Num head. Departing from
the structure in (10a), the new feature bundle is projected on NumP, and
GenP is left empty (and may subsequently be deleted from the structure altogether).16 As a result, heritage speakers lose feature specification on one
of the nodes in the DP:
(11)
15
16

[DP … [Num-GenP{xy} … [GenP{EMPTY} … [nP …

Alternatively, gender may be specified on the root, not on n; we will not consider this
option here; for our purposes, it is not meaningfully different from (10b).
The morphological implementation may vary by language and the specific approach
taken—options include head raising (cf. our discussion of example (3) above) and PF lowering (Embick & Noyer 2001).
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Assuming the alternative representation of number and gender in the baseline grammar as in (10b), bundling occurs because gender collapses into
NumP and is no longer associated with the nominal stem:
(12)

[DP … [Num-GenP{xy}
… [nP …
x

Arguments as to which structure, (10a) or (10b), is the underlying one
are quite complex and are beyond the scope of this paper. The results of
our study are equally compatible with both approaches (i.e., gender as separate XP and gender as specified on stems), and we are not in a position
to adjudicate between the two. It is possible that both structures are made
available in Universal Grammar, and considerations for one or the other are
language-specific. Crucially, for our purposes the end result is the same: the
emergence of a bundled node with number and gender represented together.
In sum, while the baseline grammar splits number and gender, the heritage
grammar represents gender only on NumP, leading to a general reduction
of the featural system. We now consider the consequences of this reduction.
When number and gender are separate, their featural content is maximally transparent, but when they are bundled together their featural content becomes far more opaque. Although representational economy favors a
feature bundle, as discussed above, this structure requires more processing
effort to disentangle the individual features. A speaker no longer recognizes
number and gender, but rather some hazy amalgamation of the two. This
feature opacity may lead to interpretive instability.
At this stage, the process can go one of two ways. Given interpretive instability, the feature bundle might be reinterpreted as one feature only—for
instance, number might be preserved, to the exclusion of gender, which will
be lost. This outcome is advantageous as it results in a feature whose semantic content is once again clear. Alternatively, the feature bundle might lose
feature specification altogether, resulting in an empty feature projection,
as in (13) below. The outcome is a more general decline in morphological
richness, eventually leading to the loss of agreement. This latter outcome is
also a hallmark of heritage languages (Benmamoun et al. 2013b); now we
have a better understanding of how this loss transpires.
(13)

[DP … [NumP{EMPTY} … [nP …

The trajectory outlined here demonstrates that loss of agreement in heritage languages is not accidental, but rather follows from changes in feature
representation and specification. When considering the syntactic structure
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of the native baseline, different pressures suggested different outcomes for
the heritage grammar. As in Table 1 (Section 3.2), if changes in the featural
system in heritage Spanish were driven by the pressure for increased analyticity often found in other domains of heritage grammars, then we would
expect number and gender to remain split in the heritage grammar and even
become more analytic by having a more fine-grained (i.e., multi-valued)
feature specification. However, our results argue against this general tendency toward increased analyticity: the heritage featural system is instead
guided by representational economy, as it bundles together features that are
split in the baseline grammar. This tension between the desire for increased
analyticity and decreased opacity on one hand, and a more trim syntactic
structure on the other hand may be the driving force behind the loss of certain features in heritage grammars, with gender in heritage Spanish serving
as an example of the outcome of this tension.
As described above, the gradual impoverishment of morphological richness is driven by systematic pressures which can be predicted on the basis
of syntactic structures. One concrete prediction made by this system is that
person features should be more resilient to loss of agreement than agreement in number and gender in the verbal domain. Recall from the discussion of the phi-feature hierarchy that person is known to be syntactically
separate from number and gender features and is probed for prior to the
probing for the other phi-features. As person features do not have a parallel structural relationship to either number or gender, the conditions for
bundling are not as easily met. As a result, person features should not be as
susceptible to bundling and loss of morphological richness.

5

Conclusions

We have used differences in linguistic behavior—differential response patterns to acceptability judgments for potential attraction conditions—to diagnose differences in linguistic knowledge of gender and number in adjectival agreement at a distance. Previous studies have explored agreement in
heritage Spanish (Montrul et al. 2008; 2013; 2014; Alarcón 2011; Montrul
2016), but ours is the first to add linear and structural distance between the
agreeing goal and probe while extending the agreement attraction paradigm
to heritage speakers. This innovation serves to provide more information
about the heritage grammar of agreement while simultaneously suggesting
a clear path of restructuring from the monolingual baseline to the heritage
grammar.
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Our main findings are twofold. First, we show that whereas native Spanish has a multi-valued opposition in the number category (singular and plural are equally specified), heritage speakers are moving toward a singlevalued opposition, losing sensitivity to the singular. Second, we find that
whereas native speakers of Spanish split their number and gender features,
heritage speakers bundle them, projecting and valuing the two features together. The restructuring that leads to this difference in knowledge likely
proceeds under systematic pressure from representational economy: heritage speakers shrink their feature inventory and prune their structure so
that it includes fewer nodes. A possible competing force is the desire for
increased analyticity in the heritage grammar, but pressures from increased
analyticity made predictions not supported by the experimental results; this
in turn suggests that increased analyticity is not the critical goal of the heritage system’s restructuring in this domain. Crucially, the restructuring of
gender and number in heritage Spanish is not a random process, but rather
proceeds according to the structural constraints of the grammar in which
it operates. The bundling of number and gender is possible because these
feature categories are projected close to each other on the nominal spine;
no structural rearrangement is necessary for these features to merge.
Returning to the observations that initially motivated the current study,
we have found that within Spanish, speakers with varying levels of proficiency possess diverging but related knowledge of the Spanish grammar.
Performing the costly task of speaking in a less-dominant language, heritage
speakers show evidence of a grammar of agreement that has succumbed to
pressures from representational economy. But should we conclude from this
finding that those heritage speakers are speaking a different language from
the native baseline: that they know a language other than Spanish? Our
claim is that we should not. Both groups are speaking Spanish. However,
there are different types of Spanish speakers (indeed, speakers of any language) based on the amount of input, maintenance, and interference from
other languages. The resulting structuring of grammar in these speakers
may differ, as we showed in this paper, but it is a coherent grammar, one
that can be accommodated and predicted under the existing models of linguistic variation. Furthermore, the emergence of principled differences of
the type documented here underscores the need for comprehensive models
of intra-linguistic variation.
This result speaks to the advancing desire to include heritage speakers’
knowledge under the rubric of native speakerhood; such a desire is particularly pronounced in sociolinguistic work, sometimes compelling researchers
to reject the term ‘heritage language’ altogether (e.g., Otheguy 2016: 309–
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311). Although we do not wish to abandon the conception of heritage language, which has served us well and has stimulated a great deal of sophisticated research, we believe that the work presented here gives novel support
to the idea that heritage speakers can be included in the intra-linguistic variation within native grammars.
Finally, having documented pressures from representational economy—
in addition to the well-established pressures to increase analyticity—shaping
the heritage grammar, a new question looms large: is it possible to predict
which language domains may be likely to restructure to deliver more parsimonious representations, and which domains may be likely to restructure
to increase analyticity? We do not yet have answers to this question, but
the results presented in this work compel us to pose it.

List of Abbreviations
1
2
3
adj
adv
cl
cond
dat
f
ipfv
inf
m
neg
pl
pret
prs
sg

first person
second person
third person
adjective
adverb
clitic
conditional
dative
feminine
imperfective
infinitive
masculine
negation, negative
plural
preterite
present
singular
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Appendix A: Demographic information
We identified 71 heritage speakers of Spanish in our participant pool on the
basis of two search criteria: first, these speakers learned Spanish as their first
language but are now dominant in English (”Crecí hablando español y ahora
hablo mayormente en ingl?s”), and second, they indicated that they had not
lived in a Spanish-speaking country after the age of eight. To get a better
picture of this decidedly heterogeneous population, we also collected a host
of additional demographic information. The figures that follow provide a
fuller description of the 71 participants in our study; for each figure, we
plot participants by their responses to the relevant demographic question.

Figure A.1: Age ( ¿Cuántos años tiene? (por favor ponga el número) ).

Figure A.2: Proﬁciency ( ¿Cómo evaluaría su nivel de proﬁciencia en
español? ).
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Figure A.3: Home language ( ¿Qué idioma habla con su familia? ).

Figure A.4: Grade-school Spanish ( Si tomó usted clases de español en la
escuela, ¿cuántos años de español tomó? ).

Figure A.5: College Spanish ( Si tomó clases de español en la universidad,
¿cuántos semestres ha tomado? ).
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Appendix B: Experimental items
As described in Section 3.1, the experiment included 16 items, with 64 possible configurations per item. We designed these items in consultation with
leaders in pedagogy and Spanish as a heritage language. On the basis of our
consultation with experts, plausibility norming, and participant feedback,
we feel confident that our lexical items were accessible to our participants.
Here we present two configurations from each item, demonstrating which
equivalent or near-equivalent nouns were used when manipulating the gender of NP1 and NP2. The other 62 configurations can be derived by further
manipulations of number and gender of NP1, NP2, and ADJ.
(B.1)

a.

b.

(B.2)

a.

Considero
el
libro
en el
Consider.pres.1sg the.m.sg book.m.sg in the.m.sg
tablero
excelentemente escrito
pero
table.m.sg excellently
written.m.sg but
prefiero
leer
a Neruda.
prefer.pres.1sg read.inf to Neruda
‘I consider the book on the table to be very well written, but I
prefer reading Neruda.’
Considero
la
carta
en la
mesa
Consider.pres.1sg the.f.sg letter.f.sg in the.f.sg table.f.sg
excelentemente escrita
pero prefiero
leer
excellently
written.f.sg but prefer.pres.1sg read.inf
a Neruda.
to Neruda
‘I consider the letter on the table to be very well written, but I
prefer reading Neruda.’

Juan consideraba
el
ordenador
del
Juan consider.ipfv.3sg the.m.sg computer.m.sg of.the.m.sg
despacho extremadamente rápido aunque no
office.m.sg extremely
fast.m.sg although neg
le
gusta
la
tecnología.
dat.cl.3sg like.prs.3sg the.f.sg technology.f.sg
‘Juan considers the computer in the office to be extremely fast,
although he does not like technology.’
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b.

(B.3)

a.

b.

(B.4)

a.

Juan consideraba
la
computadora de la
Juan consider.ipfv.3sg the.f.sg computer.f.sg of the.f.sg
oficina
extremadamente rápida aunque no
office.f.sg extremely
fast.f.sg although neg
le
gusta
la
tecnología.
dat.cl.3sg like.prs.3sg the.f.sg technology.f.sg
‘Juan considers the computer in the office to be extremely fast,
although he does not like technology.’

Los
estudiantes dejaron
el
the.m.pl student.m.pl leave.pret.3pl the.m.sg
cuaderno
en el
escritorio cuidadosamente
notebook.m.sg on the.m.sg desk.m.sg carefully
cerrado
porque deben
arreglar la
closed.m.sg because should.prs.3pl tidy
the.f.sg
antes del
recreo.
sala
room.f.sg before of.the.m.sg recess.m.sg
‘The students left the notebook on the desk carefully closed,
because they should tidy up the room before recess.’
Los
estudiantes dejaron
la
the.m.pl student.m.pl leave.pret.3pl the.f.sg
libreta
en la
estantería cuidadosamente
notebook.f.sg on the.f.sg desk.f.sg carefully
cerrada
porque deben
arreglar la
closed.f.sg because should.prs.3pl tidy
the.f.sg
sala
antes del
recreo.
room.f.sg before of.the.m.sg recess.m.sg
‘The students left the notebook on the desk carefully closed,
because they should tidy up the room before recess.’

Dejamos
el
paquete
en el
leave.pret.1pl the.m.sg package.m.sg in the.m.sg
sótano
completamente cerrado
y tenemos
cellar.m.sg completely
closed.m.sg and have.prs.1pl
ms en el
ático.
more in the.m.sg attic.m.sg
’We left the package in the cellar completely closed, and we
have more in the attic.’

Agreement in heritage Spanish

b.

(B.5)

a.

b.

(B.6)

a.

b.
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Dejamos
la
caja
en la
bodega
leave.pret.1pl the.f.sg box.f.sg in the.f.sg cellar.f.sg
completamente cerrada
y tenemos
más en
completely
closed.f.sg and have.prs.1pl more in
el
ático.
the.m.sg attic.m.sg
‘We left the package in the cellar completely closed, and we
have more in the attic.’

El
huésped considera
el
almohadón
the.m.sg guest.m.sg consider.prs.3sg the.m.sg pillow.m.sg
sobre el
colchón
sumamente mullido
on
the.m.sg mattress.m.sg highly
soft.m.sg
a pesar de que no podía
todavía dormir.
although
neg can.ipfv.3sg still
sleep.inf
‘The guest considers the pillow on the mattress to be very soft,
although he still could not sleep.’
El
huésped considera
la
almohada
the.m.sg guest.m.sg consider.prs.3sg the.f.sg pillow.f.sg
sobre la
cama
sumamente mullida a pesar de que
on
the.f.sg bed.f.sg highly
soft.f.sg although
no podía
todavía dormir.
neg can.ipfv.3sg still
sleep.inf
‘The guest considers the pillow on the bed to be very soft, although he still could not sleep.’

Ví
el
cuarto
en el
colegio
see.pret.1sg the.m.sg room.m.sg in the.m.sg school.m.sg
horriblemente desordenado
antes de salir
por
horribly
disorganized.m.sg before leave.inf for
el
fin
de semana.
the.m.sg end.m.sg of week.f.sg
‘I saw the horribly disorganized room in the school before leaving for the weekend.’
Ví
la
sala
en la
escuela
see.pret.1sg the.f.sg room.f.sg in the.f.sg school.f.sg
horriblemente desordenada
antes de salir
por
horribly
disorganized.f.sg before leave.inf for
el
fin
de semana.
the.m.sg end.m.sg of week.f.sg
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a.

b.

(B.8)

a.

b.

(B.9)

a.

‘I saw the horribly disorganized room in the school before leaving for the weekend.’

Consideramos
el
retrato
en el
consider.prs.1pl the.m.sg painting.m.sg in the.m.sg
muro
realmente hermoso
aunque no
wall.m.sg really
beautiful.m.sg although neg
nos
gusta
el
arte
moderno.
dat.cl.1pl like.prs.3sg the.m.sg art.m.sg modern.m.sg
‘We consider the painting on the wall to be really beautiful,
although we do not like modern art.’
Consideramos
la
pintura
en la
tapia
consider.prs.1pl the.f.sg painting.f.sg in the.f.sg wall.f.sg
realmente hermosa
aunque no nos
really
beautiful.f.sg although neg dat.cl.1pl
gusta
el
arte
moderno.
like.prs.3sg the.m.sg art.m.sg modern.m.sg
‘We consider the painting on the wall to be really beautiful,
although we do not like modern art.’
Consideramos
el
cencerro del
cortijo
consider.prs.1pl the.m.sg bell.m.sg of.the.m.sg farm.m.sg
excesivamente ruidoso
pero las
vacas
no
excessively
noisy.m.sg but the.f.pl cow.f.pl neg
responden
a ninguna otra
cosa.
respond.prs.3pl to no.f.sg other.f.sg thing.f.sg
‘We consider the bell on the farm to be too noisy, but the cows
do not respond to anything else.’
Consideramos
la
campana de la
granja
consider.prs.1pl the.f.sg bell.f.sg of the.f.sg farm.f.sg
excesivamente ruidosa
pero las
vacas
no
excessively
noisy.f.sg but the.f.pl cow.f.pl neg
responden
a ninguna otra
cosa.
respond.prs.3pl to no.f.sg other.f.sg thing.f.sg
‘We consider the bell on the farm to be too noisy, but the cows
do not respond to anything else.’
Las
turistas
consideran
el
camino
the.f.pl tourist.f.pl consider.prs.3pl the.m.sg walk.m.sg
hacia el
cerro
maravillosamente tranquilo
to
the.m.sg hill.m.sg marvelously
peaceful.m.sg

Agreement in heritage Spanish

b.

(B.10)

a.

b.

(B.11)

a.
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pero les
gusta
más caminar a las
but dat.cl.3pl like.prs.3sg more walk.inf to the.f.pl
montañas.
mountains.f.pl
‘The tourists consider the walk to the hill to be marvelously
peaceful, but they like walking to the mountains more.’
Las
turistas
consideran
la
calle
the.f.pl tourist.f.pl consider.prs.3pl the.f.sg walk.f.sg
hacia la
colina maravillosamente tranquila
pero
to
the.f.sg hill.f.sg marvelously
peaceful.f.sg but
les
gusta
más caminar a las
dat.cl.3pl like.prs.3sg more walk.inf to the.f.pl
montañas.
mountains.f.pl
‘The tourists consider the walk to the hill to be marvelously
peaceful, but they like walking to the mountains more.’

Maria considera
el
platillo en el
Maria consider.prs.3sg the.m.sg dish.m.sg in the.m.sg
armario
elegantemente decorado
pero
cupboard.m.sg elegantly
decorated.m.sg but
prefiere
recoger
las
teteras.
prefer.prs.3sg collect.inf the.f.pl teapot.f.pl
‘Maria considers the plate in the cupboard to be elegantly
decorated, but she prefers collecting teapots.’
Maria considera
la
bandeja en la
Maria consider.prs.3sg the.f.sg dish.f.sg in the.f.sg
alacena
elegantemente decorada
pero
cupboard.f.sg elegantly
decorated.f.sg but
prefiere
recoger
las
teteras.
prefer.prs.3sg collect.inf the.f.pl teapot.f.pl
‘Maria considers the plate in the cupboard to be elegantly
decorated, but she prefers collecting teapots.’
Veo
el
bordado
del
see.prs.1sg the.m.sg needlework.m.sg of.the.m.sg
abrigo
excesivamente llamativo a pesar de que
coat.m.sg excessively
gaudy.m.sg although
la
artesanía
sea
muy bella.
the.f.sg craftsmanship.f.sg be.subj.3sg very beautiful.f.sg
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b.

(B.12)

a.

b.

(B.13)

a.

‘He sees the needlework on the coat as excessively gaudy, but
the craftsmanship is very beautiful.’
Veo
la
costura
de la
chaqueta
see.prs.1sg the.f.sg needlework.f.sg of the.f.sg coat.f.sg
excesivamente llamativa a pesar de que la
excessively
gaudy.f.sg although
the.f.sg
artesanía
sea
muy bella.
craftsmanship.f.sg be.subj.3sg very beautiful.f.sg
‘He sees the needlework on the coat as excessively gaudy, but
the craftsmanship is very beautiful.’

La
madre
considera
el
regalo
the.f.sg mother.f.sg consider.prs.3sg the.m.sg gift.m.sg
para el
festejo
bien caro
pero
for the.m.sg party.m.sg well expensive.m.sg but
le
encantan
los
días
festivos.
dat.cl.3sg love.prs.3pl the.m.pl day.m.pl festive.m.pl
‘The mother considers the gift for the party to be quite expensive, but she loves holidays.’
La
madre
considera
la
oferta
the.f.sg mother.f.sg consider.prs.3sg the.f.sg gift.f.sg
para la
fiesta
bien cara
pero
for the.f.sg party.f.sg well expensive.f.sg but
le
encantan
los
días
festivos.
dat.cl.3sg love.prs.3pl the.m.pl day.m.pl festive.m.pl
‘The mother considers the gift for the party to be quite expensive, but she loves holidays.’
Dejaste
el
pañuelo del
muñeco
leave.pret.2sg the.m.sg scarf.m.sg of.the.m.sg doll.m.sg
enteramente enredado
aunque dijiste
que
entirely
tangled.m.sg although say.pret.2sg that
pondrías
tus juguetes en orden.
put.cond.2sg your toy.m.pl in order
‘You left the scarf on the doll completely tangled up, even
though you said that you would put your toys in order.’

Agreement in heritage Spanish

b.

(B.14)

a.

b.

(B.15)

a.

b.
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Dejaste
la
bufanda de la
marioneta
leave.pret.2sg the.f.sg scarf.f.sg of the.f.sg doll.f.sg
enteramente enredada
aunque dijiste
que
entirely
tangled.f.sg although say.pret.2sg that
pondrías
tus juguetes en orden.
put.cond.2sg your toy.m.pl in order
‘You left the scarf on the doll completely tangled up, even
though you said that you would put your toys in order.’

Considero
el
nudo
del
saco
consider.prs.1sg the.m.sg knot.m.sg of.the.m.sg bag.m.sg
absolutamente molesto
pero no quiero
absolutely
annoying.m.sg but neg want.prs.1sg
comprar un
nuevo.
buy.inf a.m.sg new.m.sg
‘I consider the knot on the bag to be really annoying, but I do
not want to buy a new one.’
Considero
la
cremallera de la
bolsa
consider.prs.1sg the.f.sg zipper.f.sg of the.f.sg bag.f.sg
absolutamente molesta
pero no quiero
absolutely
annoying.f.sg but neg want.prs.1sg
comprar un
nuevo.
buy.inf a.m.sg new.m.sg
‘I consider the zipper on the bag to be really annoying, but I
do not want to buy a new one.’

Dejamos
el
cirio
en el
leave.pret.1pl the.m.sg candle.m.sg in the.m.sg
dormitorio
peligrosamente encendido cuando
bedroom.m.sg dangerously
lit.m.sg when
perdimos
la
electricidad.
lose.pret.1pl the.f.sg electricity.f.sg.
‘We left the candle in the bedroom dangerously lit when we
lost electricity.’
Dejamos
la
candela
en la
leave.pret.1pl the.f.sg candle.f.sg in the.f.sg
alcoba
peligrosamente encendida cuando
bedroom.f.sg dangerously
lit.f.sg
when
perdimos
la
electricidad.
lose.pret.1pl the.f.sg electricity.f.sg.
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a.

b.

‘We left the candle in the bedroom dangerously lit when we
lost electricity.’

El
niño
considera
el
the.m.sg boy.m.sg consider.prs.3sg the.m.sg
artículo
en el
periódico
terriblemente
news.item.m.sg in the.m.sg newspaper.m.sg terribly
aburrido
pero le
gustaba
leer
boring.m.sg but dat.cl.3sg like.ipfv.3sg read.inf
los
libros
de Harry Potter.
the.m.pl book.m.pl of Harry Potter
‘The boy considers the article in the paper to be terribly boring but he liked reading Harry Potter books.’
El
niño
considera
la
the.m.sg boy.m.sg consider.prs.3sg the.f.sg
noticia
en la
revista
terriblemente
news.item.f.sg in the.f.sg newspaper.f.sg terribly
aburrida
pero le
gustaba
leer
boring.f.sg but dat.cl.3sg like.ipfv.3sg read.inf
los
libros
de Harry Potter.
the.m.pl book.m.pl of Harry Potter
‘The boy considers the article in the paper to be terribly boring but he liked reading Harry Potter books.’

